Introduction
We present a non-surge mechanism for producing centurialmillenial ice-rafted-debris (IRD) pulses from marine ice We investigate conditions under which a frozen bed occurs using a physically-based ice sheet model. We then show that when the marine margin experiences ablation it retreats and warms at the base. Since we require a frozen bed to incorporate debris into the shelf, we suppose that once the glacier base is waimed to melting point, sediment supply ceases. This usually happens after a few centuries. We also find that the ice shelf is no longer viable, and that this happens before the base of the grounded ice reaches melting point. Frozen-in debris crossing the grounding line may therefore reach the calving front and be released in icebergs rather than being melted of[ underneath the shelf. These two processes, shelf destruction and the attainment of basal melting under the grounded ice mean that sediment supply begins around a century after the start of the climate warming, and stops because of internal ice dynamics, unrelated to external forcing. The divergence is incorporated into the continuity equation, which relates the x-direction gradient of the flux q and the accumulation rate a by OtH + Oxq -a + D, 
where 0 is the temperature, u is the velocity, n is the diffusivity of ice, and under the shallow ice approximation we have [Hutter, 1983] : --pig(s-z)Os, Table i for scenario parameters.
longitudinal sense. The temperature field is essentially determined by conduction for the low accumulation rate prescribed in this experiment. Table I There is a sepakate question of whether a warming would allow the long distance movement of icebergs in the presumably warmer oceans. We suggest that the influx of large numbers of icebergs could have locally cooled and freshened the ocean. Even if warm conditions were already prevalent over the adjacent ocean during the ice-rafting event, colder oceanic conditions would have been maintained along the iceberg drift tracks.
Concluding discussion
We have shown that a mechanism which includes an external forcing (a climate warming) and internal glacial response can create pulses of ice rafted debris which occur sometime after the climatic warming started, because of the time required to break up the ice shelf, and can cease before the warming ceases, owing to the melting of basal ice. In consequence, a fresh water flux can occur without there being a debris flux. We require ice at the base of the glacier to be frozen in order that ice rafted debris is created.
The climatic associations of this mechanism do not permit it to be considered as an explanation for Heinrich or Bond events with our present understanding of the glacial climate. However, there is no requirement that all IRD events are caused by the mechanisms which create Heinrich and Bond events, and we provide a mechanism which can produce similar pulsations but is climatically forced.
